1. START: Open GarageBand. Create a new project by clicking ”Empty Project”. Remember to save and name your project right away.

2. ADDING SOUNDTRACKS: Create as many soundtracks as is needed in terms of the episode. Name the soundtracks so that it is easier to edit them and
understand the big picture of the episode.

3. OVERVIEW: Here is an example on an overview of an episode in a editing phase (Podcast in Podcast, episode 2). Zoom in and out the soundtracks on the
right top corner (also with mouse). By choosing ”Time” in the top center of the screen the duration of the project will appear. It is likewise possible to click out
the metronome and counting (they are meant for composing music).

4. CUTTING SOUNDTRACKS: Move the playhead control to the place where you want to cut the soundtrack and click CMD+T. Move the soundtracks by clicking
them and taking them from one place to another. Shorten or lengthen the soundtrack by clicking down edge of the soundtrack and then streching it.

5. CLOSE UP ON A SOUNDTRACK: Choose a soundtrack you want to have a closer look on from the upper part of the overview, and the soundtrack will appear
to the lower part of the screen. Hence, you can move the playhead control and find more easily the correct spot where to cut the track. Remember to press the
”edit view” on (the scissors) in order to open up the close up on the soundtrack.

6. VOLUMES: There are three options how to edit the volume. Choose the master volume on the top of the screen to edit the volume of the whole project. Edit
the separate volume of the tracks on the volume control of each track. By pressing A the volume tracks of the project will appear that will help you to edit
separate parts of each track if needed (for example to highlight / silence / fade out). In this way, it is possible to make the soundscene more smooth. For
editing the volume tracks, click on the yellow track to create spots that you can drag up and down and sideways to change the volume levels.

7. SAVE THE FINISHED PROJECT: When you are finished with the project save it to a different file format (usually MP3 that packs the file and takes less
space). Press ”Share” from the menu and choose ”Export song to disc” to open up a view where you can choose the file format and the quality of the recording.

